Effect of facial convexity on antero-posterior lip positions of the most favored Japanese facial profiles.
Soft tissue analyses are basic tools in planning orthodontic treatment. However, the perception of a well-balanced Japanese facial profile has not yet been established, particularly with respect to changes in facial convexity. The purpose of this study was to assess and determine the range of antero-posterior (A-P) lip positions of the top three most favored, well-balanced profiles from a series of various facial silhouettes with changing facial convexity. The average profile was constructed from the profiles of 30 Japanese males and females with Class I occlusions. Changes in facial convexity were established by altering the A-P chin position by protruding or retruding the chin in increments of 5 degrees and 10 degrees from the average profile. A series of 11 profiles were developed from each of the four changes in facial convexity. The lips were then protruded or retruded in one-mm increments from the average profile. Forty orthodontists were asked to rate the top three most favored, well-balanced profiles. We found that the raters tended to prefer more retruded lip positions as facial convexity decreased, for both males and females. The raters also tended to prefer slightly more protruded lip positions as the facial convexity increased. Because chin position is inherent in each patient, others may equate a retrusive or protrusive chin with certain personalities, thus, it is important for orthodontists to take into account the balance between the lips and the chin.